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A Letter From the President

Lori Woods-Gay

Dear Fellow Members,

Since the last issue of Top Line your National 
Committee (NC) has been meeting and working on many 
different projects which will give us the tools to operate 
more efficiently and help to serve the membership better.  
One such important project is to plan for the future of 
the Society and to meet the needs of our membership.  In 
order to facilitate this goal we began with a test survey 
with the National Committee, the Board of Trustees and 
the Directors.  We are now refining this survey to send 
to the membership.  I want to encourage all of you to 
participate and let us know what you think.  This will be 
of tremendous help and guidance to the NC and we look 
forward to hearing from all of you via this survey.

I would like to extend a very special thank you to 
Frank Regan and Bill Keehan who have finished their terms  on the Board of Trustees.  
Frank served for many years as the Chairman of the Board and will now devote his 
time working for the Society as Chairman of the Marketing Committee.  Bill has been a 
member in good standing for many years and has received the honor of being awarded 
a Life Time Membership.

 Judi Hatton and Peter Eggleton joined the Board this July.   Judi will be the new 
Chairman and Peter the Vice Chairman.  As many of you know, Judi is a former President 
of the Society and will be most helpful to us in this position as Chairman.    We are very 
happy and honored to have these two very accomplished people on the Board.

Ellen Tittler,  Chris Thompson and Sherry Novak  have accepted my invitation 
to work on the Medal Test sub-committee.  All of these individuals have been highly 
successful in utilizing this system in their schools/programs.  Their task is to design 
a plan that will help the membership better understand this program and how it can 
benefit the students, the teachers and the studios.   I look forward to their contribution as 
we hear from them over the next few months. 

The Examiners meeting was held at the North Coast Championships and we had a 
very productive meeting. In addition to other topics, many hours were spent updating 
the Examinations Handbook.   If you have questions regarding exams this handbook 
can be very helpful.  The revised version should be up on the website by the end of the 
summer and available through our Publications Department.

I just returned from teaching a five day program at the Independence Day Ball 
organized by the Championship Dance Camps in Washington DC.  The course offered 
an intense program designed to teach amalgamations in the Bronze and Silver levels of 
the Ballroom Technique to be used for medal tests, Professional exams or competition 
invigilation friendly routines.  Also included was a special appearance by Championship 
dancers Igor Litvinov and Julia Ivleva who demonstrated some of these amalgamations 
highlighting the importance of good technique and a solid foundation in the basics.  
Many of the attendees plan to continue their studies and take Imperial Exams.  Thank 
you to organizers, Ily and Elena for inviting USISTD to be a part of this exciting event.  
We look forward to continuing our partnership with Championship Dance Camps in the 
mutual interest of providing quality dance education.

Check out other opportunities for your dance education advertised in this Top Line 
and on the website;  List of Trainers, The Theatre Arts Symposium and Miriam Ellis’s 
Dance Camp on the American Rhythm to name a few.

 Best wishes to you all for a very enjoyable summer.
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A Letter From the Editor

Daphne Cunliffe

We are very excited to have in our summer issue an 
article by Eddie Simon about working on the famous TV 
show “So You Think You Can Dance”.  Also, as you saw 
on the cover, there are various photos of Rita and Garry 
Gekhman as guest performers on the other famous TV 
show, “Dancing With The Stars”. Examiner Sherry Novak 
sent in a wonderful Chacha amalgamation you can all 
try in your spare time and there are a variety of pieces on 
dance teaching styles and technique.

Enjoy.

Teaching timing to students who don’t hear the music is one of the hardest things to 
do as a dance teacher.  Many couples decide to take dance lessons because they realize 
they don’t hear the music very well, making them uncomfortable getting up to dance 
at a function.  Initially it might not be evident to you, as the dance teacher, that there is 
a problem until you watch the couple move without your help, i.e, counting singing, 
guiding their frame with your hands.

It is first necessary to identify who has the problem and then gently, with empathy, 
attack the problem.  You might say “I notice you are struggling to focus on both the 
dance steps and the music; let’s stop moving and just focus on hearing the beats of the 
music.”  Often in these situations the partner without a rhythm issue will get frustrated 
at the slow pace of the lesson and the inability for them as a couple to integrate with 
the music.  Often you will hear “why don’t you just hear it” or “just follow me” or even 
“you’re not trying hard enough and I just can’t do this if you continue to dance off the 
music.”  At this point, you will lose the couple as students unless you make at least 
one of them happy.  If I find that one partner has no patience for the other, I will try to 
have him or her dance with another instructor while I teach timing and rhythm to the 
other one.  Having the rhythm-impared student to yourself allows them to relax and 
focus.  Most students who have this problem have been told over the years how inept 
they are at hearing music and therefore become very uptight and nervous when you 
work with them.

One technique I use is to sing or hum the music when they are dancing and gently 
correct them about 50% of the time.  If you correct them all the time you will create a 
neurotic student who is convinced they will never hear the music.  Another technique 
is to use shorts and longs like Morse code.  Many times students respond to something 
more concrete than slows and quicks.  To someone who doesn’t understand rhythm, 
slows and quicks don’t mean anything.

People who don’t hear rhythm think differently about moving their bodies to 
music. You have to ask them what they feel and then move on from there.  If you 
get them to concentrate on the music and not the movement you will have more 
success.  Relaxation is most important, especially as you put the couple back together 
to dance.  The rhythmically challenged person will start to connect with the music if 
they stop worrying about dancing the step patterns. Convincing the dance partner to 
have patience and empathy with their partner is very important. It’s a team effort and 
eventually they will be able to dance to the music together.

        On The Lesson
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On the Cover... 

 

Cont. on page 8

RITA GEKHMAN & GARRY  GEKHMAN 
PERFORM ON

“DANCING WITH THE STARS”

I was born in Minsk Belarus in a small family. 
As long as I remember, I have been captivated by 
the majestic combination of movement and music, 
whether it was ballet, gymnastics, figure skating etc.

 At age 7, I was accepted in the rhythmical 
gymnastics school. At the same time I started music 
school playing piano. I graduated from the music 
school at 13 and decided to quit gymnastics. The very 
same year, my mom attended a ballroom competition 
in Vilnus, Lithuania and suggested I should give it a 
try. I fell completely in love with ballroom dancing 
from the first lesson. Soon after, I was accepted in 
a ballroom company and together with my partner 

became one of the leading couples in Belarus. I still continued with my regular 
education and graduated from college with an M.A. in Mathematics and became a 
math teacher.

In 1990 I immigrated to Israel. My son Tal was born 5 months later. Three weeks 
after, I started dancing again. I had a full time job as a high school math teacher in 
Ashdod, and I started teaching dancing as well. Needless to say, I was a very busy 
person in a very new country and a new language.  My partner Gena Kigher and 
I became the first Israel Latin American amateur champions in 1991. I was Israeli 
National Amateur Champion in Latin, Standard 10 dance and Classic Show dance 
divisions.  In 1995 I turned pro and starting dancing with a new partner, Garry 
Gekhman. 

By 1999, with the help of my two good friends Igor and Paulina Pillipenchuck, 
we moved to America and started working in an independent studio in New Jersey. 
We were eager to learn and develop further our dancing and technical knowledge. It 
was then when we started taking lessons abroad with the best teachers in the world: 
Michael and Vicky Barr, Marcus and Karen Hilton, Kenny and Marion Welsh.

Back in the US, we continued practicing and studying with Katusha Deminova 
and Jonathan Wilkins. Hard work started to pay off in 2002 when we became first 
couple to win US national open and closed rising star championships the same 
year. We started making rising star finals in England shortly after that. We made US 
national championship finals twice. 

Our last number, the Freakazoid, combining a futuristic and robotic look with 
ballroom dancing, became famous all over the world and we finished second in the 
World Championship held in Kiev, Ukraine. We won the US National championship 
twice with this number.

The highlight of our career was an invitation to perform the Robot Show dance 
in Blackpool 2008. That was my last public performance and I decided to retire from 
competitive dancing and focus on teaching and judging. 

Just when I thought I would never dance again in front of a large audience as a 
professional, we received an invitation from the television show “Dancing with the 
Stars”.  This was one of the best experiences of my dance life.
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On the Cover cont.

GARRy GEkhMAN
Garry Gekhman was born in Russia, and started dancing at the age of 

six. He quickly became a top competitor in the USSR. He immigrated to 
Israel in 1990 and continued his dancing career. An active Pro/Am teacher 
of students at all levels, Garry has students who are successful competitors, 
placing in finals in many championships in the U.S. and Canada. In the past 
he has coached the Princeton University Ballroom Team for two years, and 
is fluent in English, Russian and Hebrew. 

Now I’m very blessed to have a great family, an awesome boyfriend, a wonderful 
son who were there for me through a rough time last year. 

I own Champions Dance Center dance studio in Old Bridge, New Jersey where 
we teach competitive and social dancing. My junior and senior students are US 
national champions and US national finalists, all my students constantly make me 
proud at every competition and at the same time, they are very proud of the fact that 
even if they do not win every time, they show the great technique and love for what 
they do. My pro-am students keep me busy and fit and I still get the thrill of walking 
on a dance floor.
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Examinations

Medal classes are a great way to build your business. 
Students and teachers alike enjoy training to dance well at 
all levels. But starting a new program is always difficult. 
For me, the hardest part is creating the advertising. Below 
is what I have adapted from different sources for my own 
use. Please feel free to use it verbatim, or adapt it in any 
way for your own use. I hope this will make it easier to 
get the process started. Please feel free to call me also. 
There are a number of us with successful medal programs 
in different parts of the country who would be happy to 

share their experiences.
***A Medal Class will take your dance skills to a higher level so you look and 

feel GREAT on the dance floor in any situation.
The Medal Program is an excellent way to set specific goals in your dancing. 

Completing this program will help you become a confident and accomplished 
dancer, comfortable dancing in any setting around the world, with a recognized level 
of ballroom dance expertise. 

The classes are set up to master an entire level within one style of dancing; 
for example Bronze American Ballroom, or Silver American Rhythm. You will see 
an improvement in your dancing, your poise, your self-confidence and your self-
discipline throughout this process. A structured Medal Program is a great way to 
accelerate your learning process beyond regular group classes and to become great 
ballroom dancers.

The Medal Program Classes are from a 5 month to a 9 month program 
depending on the level and make-up of the class. It includes intensive detailed 
technical training, beyond just learning the patterns. At the end, Medal Tests will be 
offered (but not required) by USISTD Examiners. Upon passing the exam, you will 
receive a certificate, a medal, and a results sheet with comments and a grade for your 
performance (based on a National or International standard). 

This class offers you a tremendous increase in your social dance confidence, 
improvements in your posture and balance, a better understanding of cause and 
effect in body mechanics, further development of your leading and/or following 
skills and your general coordination, a keener awareness of timing and rhythm, and 
great exercise for your mind and body, all while actually having fun. ***

If you would like more information about any of this, or to schedule an exam, or 
exam session, please contact me. I’d be very happy to walk you through the process, if 
it is new to you. Our examination system is set up to help maintain our high standards 
for teachers in the dance industry and to help promote good dancing and your dance 
business. 

Completed Exam Sessions:
February 27th-28th, 2010: Chris Thompson hosted 69 medal tests and 1 professional 
exam, welcoming 1 new member in Arlington, VA.
March 1st -2nd, 2010: Daphne Cunliffe and Lori Gay hosted 4 professional exams in 
Morristown, NJ.

by Amanda Ball
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Congratulations to:
Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type   
Valerie Kouba, New Jersey Associate American Ballroom
Colin DePuy, New Jersey Associate American Ballroom
Joshua Belverio, New Jersey Associate American Ballroom
Adam Heltemes, Florida Associate American Ballroom
Alisa Brown, Florida Associate American Ballroom
John Airis, Florida Associate American Ballroom
Tetyana Tsybenko, Florida Associate American Ballroom
James L. Hardesty, Florida Associate American Ballroom
Alicia Cruz, Florida Associate American Ballroom
Tom Rzepnicki, Maryland Associate American Rhythm
Patrick C. Fleming, N. Carolina Associate International Ballroom
Sven Juur, California Associate International Ballroom
Chad Brooks, Oregon Licentiate International Latin
Eugene Joseph, Trinidad Licentiate American Ballroom
  American Rhythm
Jerry LeNoir, Florida Licentiate Theater Arts
Virginia LeNoir, Florida Licentiate Theater Arts

      

      

      

      

      

      

April 17th, 2010: Sherry Novak hosted 46 medal tests in Rosemead, CA.
May 1st, 2010: Ellen Tittler hosted 10 medal tests in NY, NY.
May 3rd, 2010: Mandy Ball hosted 9 medal tests and 1 professional exam in Orlando, FL.
June 7th -8th, 2010: Mandy Ball hosted 5 professional exams, welcoming 3 new members 
in Orlando, FL.
May 22nd , 2010: Jean and Bill Keehan hosted 18 medal tests in Kingston, NY. 
May 23rd, 2010 Dan DeBenedetto hosted 17 medal tests in Latham, NY.
June 18th, 2010: Lori Gay and Phillip Stephens hosted exams in NY, NY.
June 23rd -27th, 2010: North Coast Championships hosted exams in Cleveland, OH.
July 3rd -10th, 2010: Lori Gay hosted examinations before and after the Championship 
Dance Camps in Rockville, MD

Upcoming Exam Sessions:
July 24th -25th, 2010: Examinations will be possible before, during, and after the Theater 
Arts Symposium in Washington, DC. Two examiners will be available for Fellowship 
exams.
August 10th -11th, 2010: Marci Edgington will be hosting exams in Provo, UT.
December 2010: Susie Buck will be hosting exams in NC. Two examiners will be 
available for Fellowship exams.
January 2011: Daphne Cunliffe will be hosting exams in Morristown, NJ. Two examiners 
will be available for Fellowship exams.

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you would 
like to post your upcoming exam or exam training information on our website. You 
must be a current member, in good standing, in order to post your information. Please 
check us out regularly at www.usistd.org for updated schedules. 

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you would 
like any more information, or with any suggestions for making your exam experience 
more rewarding.
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Trainers Certifications   
Amanda Ball, Orlando, FL A++ C+ D+    
407-902-9995, mandy@livinglinestudios.com       
  
*Peter Billett, Webster, NY A++ B++ C++ D++ E++ 
585-787-2603, pbillett@hotmail.com       
  
Amy Block-Hamilton, W. Orange, NJ A+ B+ C+ D+ E+  
973-736-6532, amy.hamilton@verizon.net Just Ballroom     
  
Jennifer Booth, Denver, CO A+ B+ C+ D+ E+  
720-989-3430, Jaboothco1@gmail.com       
  
Daniel Calloway, Bethesda, MD A++ B++ C++ D++ E+  
410-924-2441, daniel.calloway@gmail.com       
   
Michael Choi, Rego Park, NY A++ B+
917-304-3139, moyyat@hotmail.com

Wayne Crowder, Eden, NC A++ B+ C+ D+ E+  
mrcrowder@earthlink.net       
  
Daphne Cunliffe, Morristown, NJ A++ B+ C+ D+ E+  
973-543-2802, daphne.cunliffe@gmail.com       
  
William Davies, New York, NY A++ B+ C+ D+ E+  
917-513-5990, bdbdinc@verizon.net       
  
*Esther Don, Port St. Lucie, FL A++ B+ C++ D++ E+  
772-468-2900, esther.don@usa.net       
  
Beverly Donahue, Gaithersburg, MD A++ B+ C+ D+ E+  
301-926-9591, bevdonahue@msn.com       
  
Gunar Ejups, Charlotte, NC B+      
704-366-4651, gejups@bellsouth.net       
  
*Miriam Ellis, Leesburg, FL A++ B++ C++ D++ E+  
352-314-3979, miriam_ellis@comcast.net       
  
Stephanie Falciano, Greenvale, NY A+ C+ D+ E+   
516-996-3554, sfalciano@hotmail.com       
  
Ian Gillett, Alexandria, VA A++ B+
703-922-0727, iankgillett@hotmail.com 

Thomas Joe Green, Carmel, IN A++ E+    
317-514-4395, joegreendance@msn.com       
  
Judi Hatton, Smyma, GA A++ B+ C++ D++
770-333-0078, JHdance@aol.com

Trainers

A = International Standard, B= International Latin, C = American Smooth, D = American 
Rhythm, E = Theatre Arts. A (-) after the letter indicates associate degree, (+) indicates 
licentiate, (++) indicates fellow, (*) indicates examiner.
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Peter Kadel, Lansdown, PA A++      
   
Mariusz Kotowski, Austin, TX A++ B++ C+ D+   
917-952-6341, markkotowski@yahoo.com       
  
*Sherry Novak, Rosemead, CA A++ B++ C++ D++ E+  
626-573-8637, novaksherry@yahoo.com       
  
Connie Paley, Lakeway, TX A+ B+ E+   
512-845-3776, conniepaley@yahoo.com       
  
Patricia Panebianco, S. Farmingdale, NY A+ C+ D+ E+ 
516-909-1686, peadance@optonline.net       
  
John Pattillo, Timonium, MD A++ B+ C+ D+ E+  
410-828-6116, jplakefoot@aol.com       
  
Victoria Regan, Tampa, FL A+ B+ C+ D+ E+  
813-892-6374, VRegan3033@aol.com       
  
*Frank Regan, Alexandria, VA A++ B++ C++ D++ E++ 
703-823-2623, choreographer@comcast.net       
   
Joseph Rukendorfer, Memphis, TN A++ B++
901-264-9306, jrukendorfer@bellsouth.net

*Cher Rutherford, Navarre Beach, FL A++ B++ C++ D++ E++ 
850-939-2379, cher1dance@aol.com       
  
Inez Sahlin, Franconia,  NH A+ B+
603-823-9962, issahlin@msn.com

Martin Smith, Bedford Hills, NY A+ B+    
914-244-9221, DANCEWIZ70@aol.com       
  
*Phillip Stephens, Houston, TX A++ B++ C++ D++ E+  
713-923-4404, PhilTex44@aol.com       
   
Christopher Thompson, Arlington, VA A+ C- D- E+   
908-399-4568, cthomp57@yahoo.com       
   
*Michell Wan-Stone, Monterey, CA A++ B++ C+ D+ E+  
831-648-8725, Stoneybird@aol.com       
  
Peter Waterson, Tampa, FL A++ B++ C+ D+ E+  
813-253-5483, comedancing2002@yahoo.com       
  
*Lori Woods-Gay, Skillman, NJ A++ B++ C++ D++ E++ 
609-532-0357, lwgchacha@aol.com       
  
William Zimmerman, Albuquerque, NM A++      
505-299-2122, billzim1947@hotmail.com       
  
       
       
   
       

TRAINERS: If you wish to be listed as a Trainer here in Topline or on the 
website please contact the National Committee.
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The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

WorlD WIDe

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

profeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeDprofeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeD

Medal Tests for students available in all styles, at all levels.

For more info visit USISTD.ORG

  Workshops, Seminars and symposiums are held in  
  various parts of the country at the behest of The  
  Imperial Educational Faculty. Scholarships for 
      futher study are periodically awarded.
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Renaissance of The Northcoast 
Championships    

by Frank Regan

This ever popular event enjoyed a spectacular rebirth on the weekend of June 
25th, 26th, 27.th .    The “Northcoast”,  an extremely fashionable competition, launched 
by Vic Dominic in the early nineties, was recently acquired by Carlos Pabon, a former 
competitor of note who runs a highly successful dance school in Baltimore.

Carlos went all out to provide a beautiful event which turned out to be, not only 
appropriately organized for the  competition enthusiast but also furnished a delightful 
social ambience with lots of general dancing, an ingredient that is frequently missing at 
many of today’s competitions.   The Saturday evening, in particular, boasted an exciting 
agenda of dancing to a wonderful Salsa band. The salsa party occurred  immediately 
following a 30 minute theatre show by The American Dance Montage and went on 
until 2am with everyone having a much needed respite from the rigors of competition 
dancing.

An interesting feature of this year’s “Northcoast”, was a board of adjudicators 
consisting of 90% Imperial examiners. This factor was greatly appreciated by the 
participants, particularly with regard to closed category syllabus events.

It is always interesting to observe the social ecology generated by the personal 
enjoyment of the Pro-Am competitors.   In today’s world of overwhelmingly impactful 
dance competitions, we sometimes tend to loose sight of the ingredients that motivated 
many to become initially involved in the ballroom dancing genre.   I speak of course of 
the social aspects of dance and the importance of recognizing this element as being the 
broad base of the pyramid upon which competitive dancing in America has been built.  
It would be a cultural disaster for competitive dance to be featured in such an extreme 
context that it obliterates the satisfaction of participants at competitive events being 
able to enjoy themselves socially on the dance floor between rounds of competitive 
dancing and yet this is a most unfortunate trend that is showing up at some of the 
larger events where everyone is perhaps taking themselves seriously to the exclusion 
of sharing the joy of dance.

It was consequently a pleasure to see so many people at the “Northcoast” engaged 
in a willingness to seek out the experience of pursuing the social graces,a return to 
polite and and gracious  social behavior may well be on the horizon.  Won’t that be a 
plus. 

Judges and officials for the event were as follows: Peter Billett-Chairman (NY); 
Esther Don (Florida); Miriam Ellis (Florida);  Sandra Fortuna (New Jersey);  Lori Gay 
(New Jersey); Rita Gehkman (New Jersey); Sherry Novac (California);  Frank Regan 
(Virginia);  Phillip Stephens (Texas);  Michell Wan-Stone (California);  Scrutineer – 
Larry Mays; MC – Terry Cavenaugh

Winners of the pro events were: Standard: Dmitri and Marsha Savchenko 
(Virginia)*; Latin: Dmitri and Marsha Savchenko (Virginia)*; American Ballroom: 
Michael and Leila Shultz (Missouri)*; American Rhythm: Alexander Thomas and 
Danielle Moor (Ohio); Theater Arts: Michael and Leila Shultz (Missouri)*

   * USISTD members

Frank Regan is a former multi-national ten dance champion and award winning choreographer. He  
is the Dean of the educational Faculty of the Theatre Arts branch USISTD and  enjoys the title of Maestro. 
conferred upon him by the world famous Miami City Ballet whom he serves as the period and stylistic 
choreographer.
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Frank Regan and Lori Woods Gay on far left presenting top 
student scholarships. Far right are organizers Marielle and 

Carlos Pabon. 

Examiners Peter Billett, Esther Don, Miriam Ellis, member Sandra Fortuna, examiner Lori Woods-Gay, 
member Rita Gekhman, examiners Sherry Novak, Frank Regan, Phillip Stephens, and Michell Wan-Stone

Marielle and Carlos 
Pabon. 
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Hobby Class Variation

Sherry Novak

ChA ChA ChA

 This variation contains interesting rhythm 
changes suitable for advanced students and Gold-
star Medalists.

Commence in Open CPP:

1-5 New York to LSP (234&1)

6-10 New York to RSP (234&1) Man dances only ¼ to R on chasse and hooks 
his L hand over lady’s R forearm.

11-17 Man dances contra points: Retaining weight on RF, bend R knee and 
point LF to side without weight (2), close LF to RF, bend L knee and point RF 
to side without weight (&3), repeat close, point LF, close, point RF (&4&1).
Lady dances RF Cuban Breaks turning to L,R,L,R in opposition to the Man. 
(2&3&4&1)

18-22 Man closes RF to LF (&) then points LF to the side without weight and 
goes deeper into his R knee to lunge (23). Pull L hand back and release and 
dance a LF chasse spinning to L to end in RSP (4&1).
Lady dances a New York on RF and a spinning chasse to R. (234&1)

23-27 Man and Lady dance a New York in RSP with a ronde chasse, man turn-
ing ¼ R and lady turning ¼ L to end facing each other without hold. (234&1)

28-35 Man closes LF to RF (&), RF to side, slowly settling hip to R (23), then 
repeat side steps three times (&41,&23,&41). Lady dances normal opposite, 
facing man without hold. (&23,&41,&23,&41)

36-45 Man walks forward LF, RF, LF lock (234&1), in a circle turning to R away 
from partner, then forward RF, LF, RF lock (234&1), continuing to circle to R 
towards partner having made one complete turn to end in closed hold with 
lady on R side. Lady dances the normal opposite commencing forward with 
RF and making a full turn to the L.

Follow with a Cuban Break Opening Out in Closed Hold.
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Medal Tests at StarDanceLA

ABOVE: Michell Wan-Stone from Monterey, CA, came to 
examine at StarDanceLA studio in April. Medal Tests were 
hosted by Sherry Novak and JoAnn Chui.

RIGHT: Students Francine 
Wong and Nancy Wing Chow 
worked hard to achieve Goldstar 
III status.

BELOW: Sherry Novak and teachers and 
students from StarDanceLA at Medal Test 
celebration dinner.
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Eddie Simon

So, You Think You
Can Dance -

An Inside View                     
                                                                           
Before I had the opportunity to be a guest 

choreographer on the hit TV series “So You 
Think You Can Dance,” I was a fan of the show. 
Watching from the comfort of my living room, 
I thought the ballroom dances could be done 
differently. I wanted the dancers to demonstrate 
the qualities and techniques of ballroom as 
much as they did the other dance styles. One 
of the things I love to do while coaching young 

Dancesport professionals is to show them how 
understanding the written techniques (i.e.: ¼ turn between the first and second 
beat and 1/8 of a turn between the second and third – body turns less) doesn’t 
restrict them but actually gives them more artistic freedom.  I thought bringing 
this and other techniques to the show would be good for the ballroom world. 
I also thought the ballroom routines could be more challenging, and nuanced. 
Sitting in my living room it all seemed so easy to do. 

Then I was invited to be a guest choreographer on the show. They had 
heard that I “invented” American Style Ballroom and wanted me to show that 
to the couples. I chuckled and said, “I’m old, but not quite THAT old!” But 
I was honored that someone had thought that perhaps I had a hand in the 
continuing development of the style. (It appears the game of telephone works 
the same way in TV land!). It was next week’s show I would be on, so they 
needed me to send three choices of music for each dance immediately. I stayed 
up all night finding just the right music. Some songs had already been used 
on the show. Others were not available. Finally, my choices were cleared. We 
discussed the cuts over the phone. They email the final cuts, I downloaded 
them into my iPod, and rushed to the airport. I must confess I enjoyed the 
movie-star treatment of first class seats. I used the flight to choreograph the 
number in my head as I knew when I got off the plane I’d be going to hotel for 
some sleep then get up to start the first big day.                                                          

First, the paperwork and then I met all the couples. I had 1½  hour with 
my couple on camera to get some footage for the introduction before they 
performed. Yes, I was showing them the routine, but the primary goal of the 
90-minute session was to get camera shots for their intro. In addition to the 
camera crew, we also had a person with a stopwatch in the studio, to make 
sure we had 90 minutes and no more. This is a competition.

The next day I had 3 hours alone with the couple without cameras. This 
was  really the time to teach them the number. I suddenly realized I couldn’t 
simply say, “Let’s do a twinkle, chasse in promenade and close with half a 
box.” Most of the contestants don’t know anything about partner dancing (but 
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they can do three spins and kick over their heads). It became very intense as I 
realized that for these young dancers, this could be their big break. “Heel Toe, 
Toe, Toe Heel.” “Try not to spot while turning in dance position.” Frustration. 
Tears. Suddenly all my selfish feelings of wanting to create a choreographic 
masterpiece of technical perfection gave way to wanting to create a ballroom 
piece that these dancers could perform right away in front of millions of fans 
and judges on TV.  As I walked out of the studio, veteran SYTYCD ballroom 
choreographer, Tony Meredith said with a smile, “So I bet you always thought 
we should concentrate on more technique when you watched from home. 
Right?” He had my number!  

The following day I had half an hour to set the number on stage – hoping 
the dancers remembered everything I’d tried to cram into them when they 
practiced on their own. I spent time with the costume department, hair stylist 
and makeup people to complete their look. The other guest choreographers 
watched to see what I’d  come up with. The stage manager, with the best 
interest of the dancers at heart, said he liked one of my pattern concepts for 
stage, but that it won’t work on TV. Was I sure a certain movement is really 
“ballroom” enough? I looked at the lighting and camera angles, trying to 
visualize how to best enhance the number and dancers. How much time did I 
have to fix everything? Half an hour. In a private studio, I had just 30 minutes 
to remind the dancers of  frame, footwork, counts, and oh yeah, pump them 
up to perform with expression and confidence!  

The next day -- show time! I sat in the audience, feeling the same nervous 
excitement as when I performed, except, of course, I had absolutely no control 
over what was about to happen. I wanted so much for the dancers to do well, 
hoping that my work would springboard their careers…and suddenly a 
camera is pointed right to my face, recording my every reaction as the judges 
critiqued the dancers on their ballroom technique and performance after just 
5 ½ hours of training! Crazy! 

 On my way back home to New York, I received some nice texts from 
people I hadn’t seen in years who saw my brief moment on camera. From the 
comfort of my living room, I watched the results show to see how America 
voted on the couple who’d had “intro to ballroom with Eddie Simon.” Did all 
that just really happen? 

   Do it again? Absolutely! The experience was just as crazy the second 
time, but I knew the only way to survive was to remember my Boy Scout’s 
motto: expect the unexpected. What a relief to sit in the audience as my couple 
danced well. And as the camera made its way to the first-time choreographer 
sitting next to me, he said through a forced smile, “I think I’m going to puke.” 
I knew the feeling.
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 Family of Dancers
the Family Business

The year is 2010. Our studio consists of 
Debby, Joe, Michael and myself. Plus a variety of 
our adopted family we call our staff.  They call 
me Papa.

Flashback to 1988, Phoenix, Arizona. Debby 
and I are planning our first child and our next 
competition, five months pregnant. Rufus Dustin, 
our coach at the time, recommends we drop our 

theatre arts entry and our open standard.  Why? I ask. “because Debby’s 5 
months pregnant.” 

Two years later we are teaching and carrying our son, Joejoe, while we 
work. Three years after that our second son is born. Joejoe is walking along 
side of me while I teach. Copying almost every step I teach. Hearing all the 
descriptions any good teacher should hear and then repeating it back to me at 
home and asking questions.

Thoughts cross mine and Debby’s minds thinking maybe someday we 
will have our own studio and our boys will teach with us. 

After 9/11 family becomes even more important than ever, and we move 
to North Carolina to be closer to Debby’s family. 

As we settle into our new lives in a new location both of our boys take up 
dancing. All the while when we are teaching the boys are walking alongside 
us and listening and mimicking what we teach. Word in our small town gets 
out that ballroom dancing has come to the area, and we start getting calls from 
the local organizations for Debby to teach some group classes at a local church. 
Many of the students in the classes are under 18 and a request for our boys, 
now 13 and 7, to dance with some of the younger students is made. As they 
help in group class, they develop their own teaching styles, and mature each 
day. Debby and I have one of our dreams put in reach. That is having the family 
in our industry and loving it as much as we do. Continuing our passion for 
dancing to the next generation is the life blood of the art of ballroom dancing. 
Being able to pass it on to our own blood is more fulfilling then anything you 
can imagine. It’s better than the best ice cream in the world , it’s the cherry on 
top of the sundae of life.

In 2007 we opened our studio in Pinehurst North Carolina in a new 
building in the historic area of town. Located around the corner from the golf 
world finest courses, the locals welcome us and our boys with open arms. 
We have our parties, 12 year olds dance with the 82 year olds and there is an 
amazing connection from all the generations. 

The family atmosphere of the dance studio is the new generation of our 

Bruce Hasson
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world. Without the under-18 crowd of students, dancing in this country has 
no future. So here’s to the kids of all ages and to my wife Debby who has been 
persistent in her goal to teach children. Here’s to both of my boys who have 
lived through the good times and the bad of our business and who now are 
part of our success. And Here’s to all of you who have children that dance 
with you. 

Joe now 21, is one of the up and coming top professional competitors 
and just became one of Randall Designs newest sponsored pros. He is also 
part owner of our family run studio and travels to Chicago to help in another 
studio. Michael now 16, is still in high school. He is a junior amateur and will 
turn pro when he turns 18. He also assists with group classes and dances with 
some of our 12 and 14 year olds.

I am a National Dance board member and Debby, being mom, runs us all.
We are family and we welcome families of all walks. 
Nothing is stronger than the ties that bind. Being in business with our 

family is the best possible scenario we could ever have and I hope that the rest 
of you out in the dance world are as lucky as I am.

Bruce Hasson is a Member ISTD since 2009 , FADS National Dance board Member since 1992.

Do you have photos from medal tests, 
examinations or competitions 

that have taken place at your studio?

Send them to TOPLINE 
for publication!

Send photos to Daphne Cunliffe, Editor
11 Washington Valley Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960 or

email electronic files to
Daphne.Cunliffe@gmail.com
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The position of Membership Services Director 
involves both day-to-day communications with 
members as well as the very important job of 
updating and maintaining the database.  Changes 
must be made whenever a member contacts me with 
new information about themselves, such as address 
changes, etc.  I also work hand in hand with the Exam 
Director and the Editor of Topline, to make sure that 
new members are placed in the database and put on 
the mailing list for all outgoing information.  I process 

incoming materials sent from the Exam Director regarding degree upgrades 
when current members take additional exams. 

I also work closely with my counterpart at the ISTD in London, making 
sure that all current information is updated in their database, all dues are 
posted, and all exam upgrades and new members noted.

As requested by the NDCA, I periodically check their database against 
ours, to verify that the adjudication credentials NDCA members have listed 
are correct, and that their memberships are current.

Do know that I am here for you, the member, and should you have any 
questions or need assistance, I am glad to help!

 * * * * * * * * * *

Working For You

Marie Crowder

Adjudicator’s Bio for Marie Crowder 
 
  

 
 
 

Marie is a four time USA Dance Amateur Champion in Latin and a 3-time USA 
representative to the IDSF World Latin Championships which were held in 
Belgium, Spain and Italy.  Marie has won numerous regional Standard and Latin 
Championship titles and was a Standard finalist in the USA DanceSport National 
Championships.   

 
Marie is a National Certified Adjudicator and a proud member of the Imperial 
Society of Teachers of Dancing, (the ISTD), with the following degrees: 
 

• Licentiate International Standard  
• Licentiate International Latin 
• Licentiate American Smooth 
• Licentiate American Rhythm 
• Licentiate Theater Arts 

 
Marie also serves as Membership Services Director of the United States Imperial 
Society of Teachers of Dancing and is a Regional Coordinator for USA Dance. 

My name is Tamara Caputo, and I have been the 
Publications Director for the USISTD for the last five 
years.  I currently live in Carmel, NY with my husband 
Tony and our cat Hannah.  I have been working as a 
middle school band director for the last six years.   I 
began dancing in the spring of 2005 after finding Smiths 
Dancing School in Thornwood, NY.  I had no previous 
experience, but was inspired to begin after watching the 
movie Shall We Dance.  After starting with group classes 
and then switching to private dance lessons, I began 
to compete.  During this time, my instructor, Martin 
Smith, told me that the USISTD was in need of a new 
Publications Director.  He mentioned my name to the 

committee, and I began the job in the summer of 2005.
As Publications Director, my job is to process the orders for our dance 

manuals and DVD’s.  I keep a steady inventory of items for our customers.  
Once an order is received, I create a sales receipt and mail out the packages.  I 
also field questions about our items and what products might be appropriate 
for a certain situation.  I maintain quarterly reports and have worked hard to 
streamline our system so that our customers receive their materials as quickly 
as possible.  I very much enjoy working with our customers and distributors, 
and have learned so much about the dance world through my work with the 
USISTD.  

Tamara Caputo
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Camp location, Date and Time: 
 

MD Studioz LLC 
422 E. Harding St. 

Orlando, FL. 32806 
Mon – Friday August 23 – 27, 2010 

10 am – 5 pm each day  
(1-2 pm Lunch)  

(Schedule is subject to change) 
. 
 
 

 

Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing 
 

Professional Certification Training  

 
 

with Miriam Ellis, Dual Fellow & Examiner ISTD 
 

March 2 – 6, 2009  

 
 
 

Orlando, Florida 
 

 

For information & 
enrollment contact 

 
 
 
 

Miriam Ellis 
352-314-3979 

 
 
 

e-mail  
miriam_ellis@comcast.net 

August 23 – 27, 2010  
 
 
 

Orlando, Florida 

USISTD American Style Rhythm 5 Dance Training Camp  
for professional ISTD examination candidates   

 
This 5-day, 30-hour course will cover everything you need in order to prepare for your USISTD Student-
Teacher and Associate American Style Rhythm Examinations. 
 
This comprehensive series will be broken down into 3 study categories:  
 

• Syllabus figures: Miriam will cover in detail both Man’s and Lady’s parts of each step pattern in 
the Student-Teacher and Associate syllabi for all 5 dances:  Rumba, Cha-Cha-Cha, Bolero, 
Mambo and Swing.   
 

• Technical Details: A complete study of the fine- point technical details of each step pattern 
will be made. 
.   

• Exam Presentation: The oral presentation during a professional exam is by far the most 
challenging aspect of the entire process. Miriam will present valuable tips on how to study for  
and groom your delivery. 

 
You will also learn a sample routine in each of the 5 dances, for both Student-Teacher and Associate 
levels, which is a valuable aid in studying your syllabus, may be danced for your exam and will be useful 
in teaching your students. You will also have ample time to practice with the group during the week.  
 
“Dance Camp” participants should have in their possession a copy of “The American Style Rhythm 
Bronze Syllabus”, which is available from the USISTD Publications Department (www.usistd.org)  
 
The course will consist of 30 hours of training for a total cost of $350 per person. (Tuition does not 
include lodging, travel or food costs.  Note that information on lodging and food is readily available.) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Miriam Ellis for your aenrollment. 
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IN MEMORIAM OF
GENE JENNINGS

By Peter Waterson

The dance community in the United States, and California in particular, 
suffered a great loss with the death of Gene Jennings, in San Francisco on 
February 28th, 2010.  Gene was a Dual Fellow and Life Member of the ISTD 
and a Fellow and Examiner for the US Terpsichore Association.

He was born in Birmingham, England, in 1927. I first knew him in New 
Zealand where he lived for several years in the fifties.  He was an amateur 
championship dancer, excelling in Latin, Ballroom and Old Time.  I was his 
Latin coach during this period. He returned to England in the early sixties, 
turned professional and taught for Arthur Murray in London.  In 1965 he 
relocated to San Francisco where he soon found a home with the Pick School 
of Dance, where he remained until his death.  He founded and organised 
the “Autumn Classic”, competition which became an institution on the West 
Coast.  In 1981 he was inducted into America’s Dancing “Hall of Fame”, for 
promotion of International style Ballroom.

Gene was not only a great teacher and talented dancer, but also one of the 
most popular personalities in the Ballroom world.  A kind and gentle man, he 
will be greatly missed by myself and his many friends and colleagues.  He is 
survived by his long time companion, Hideo Iwata, to whom I am grateful for 
supplying the accompanying photograph.
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Members receive a 50% discount for any advertising
through June 31st, 2009

USISTD is a non-profit organization and as such may not engage in
"bartering" or any practice that may possibly convolute information to the IRS

Your ads are important to us, here at Topline. It’s a way to 
have your name recognized throughout the organization.
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Frank Regan completes his 
term as Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees for the 

USISTD in July 2010.

Frank Regan has served the Imperial Society since 
the early nineteen sixties as an innovator and 
crusader both for the competitive dance scene and 
the promotion of dance education in the United 
States and Canada.

 As a graduate of the Alex Moore School in London 
he was fortunate to be trained by the legendary Guy Howard (actual writer of the 
Revised Technique).  His dance partner for his Associate exam was Elizabeth Romaine.  
His partner for the Licentiate exam was none other than Bobbie Irvine MBE.  Frank’s 
enthusiasm for showing his exceptional knowledge led him to initiate a training program 
for professionals in the Philadelphia area starting during the early sixties and continuing 
for a number of years.  Some of his professional students have been such notables as Sam 
Sodano, Bill Davies, Meryam Pearson, Pierette Chartier, Fran Rogers and many teachers 
in Canada as well as the United States.

He was instrumental in launching the competition scene on the east coast.  Some may 
remember the Philadelphia Dance Festival at the Bellvue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia 
where such famous names as Peter Eggleton et Brenda Winslade, Bill et Bobbie Irvine 
MBE Laird et Lorraine etc were the featured demonstrators.  He organized the Atlantic 
City Dance Festival, a successful competition at the beautiful Claridge Hotel in Atlantic 
City.  Alex Moore was one of the judges and Dennis Udell et Joyce Brampton were the 
featured demonstrators.  Frank generously donated this competition to the “Imperial” 
and this was the first of the many outstanding competitions held in Atlantic City.

He continued to co-organize and promote competitions with the USISTD until the 
end of the sixties.  His crowning glory as a competition organizer occurred in 1973 
when he organized the first World Championship in America at the Madison Square 
Garden in New York.  Thirty-three countries participated.  The event was sponsored by 
AMI.  During the seventies he was instrumental in promoting the International Style in 
Canada and trained many of the teachers in the Federation de Loisirs Danse du Quebec.  
He shared his expertise as a competition organizer in Quebec and helped build an incredible 
dance scene in the Province.

(continued next page)

Frank Regan
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(continued from previous page)

Frank organized his last dance competition in 1977 at the Olympic Velodome in 
Montreal; the World Ten Dance—15 countries participated with an attendance of six 
thousand spectators in one night.

In 1979 he left the world of ballroom dancing for ten years earning his living as a 
director and choreographer for theater and television.  He returned to the ballroom 
world in 1989 and in 1990 moved to Washington, D.C. where he started the 
American Dance Montage Ballroom Theatre Company.  His most renowned work 
was a two-hour theater show which depicted the history and evolution of ballroom 
dancing in America and its relationship to Hollywood and Broadway.  The company 
performed to critical acclaim in such places as El Salvador, Hong Kong, Canada and 
various venues in the U.S.  Frank received a special commendation for his artistry 
from the United States Department of Cultural Affairs.  It is worth noting that all 
the members of his company currently are members of the USISTD.  Frank has 
resided in Washington D.C. for 20 years but works frequently in Florida where he 
serves as the official Period and Stylistic choreographer for the world famous Miami 
City Ballet.  He has been choreographing major ballets for the company for the past 
nine years and was accorded the singular honor of having the title of “MAESTRO” 
bestowed upon him on February 6th,  2010 by Miami City Ballet  for his outstanding 
artistry. He is currently in the process of producing educational films and DVDs for 
the Society.

If you were to walk into one of Frank’s Ballet, Jazz or Flamenco classes you 
would be impressed by the skill and artistry of a true master.  But you would be 
even more impressed to see Frank dance a basic Mambo or Rumba.  With all his 
accomplishments Frank enjoys most of all the process of dancing and teaching the 
basics of ballroom.

Frank Regan is a fellow in all branches of the Society.  He is the Dean of the educational 
faculty for the Theatre Arts branch of the USISTD and a former multi-national champion.

This information has been compiled by Faith Carbary & Co. Inc. as a result of much 

research not only from Frank Regan, but from his many friends in the business.

July 9, 2010
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Bill keehan completes his term on the 
Board of Trustees

by Frank Regan

July 1st 2010 was witness to one more milestone in the history of our Society as the 
democratic process unfolded to herald the concluding term of office of one of the most 
esteemed members of the Board of Trustees.

Bill  Keehan has served the USISTD with distinction for many years. His in depth 
Knowledge of the factors surrounding our constitution, bye laws and related legalities 
has been an invaluable contribution which we have come to rely on as a key ingredient 
in the continued well being of our Society.

Bill’s extensive educational background and his experience as a key technical 
writer for several major corporations, not to mention the US government with which 
he incidentally had top secret clearance, has fitted him admirably for his outstanding 
role as a  member of the Board.

Bill  Keehan’s  multi-faceted background includes a tapestry of richly woven artistic 
pursuits. Prior to his entry into dancing, he underwent considerable music training as 
a clarinetist/saxophonist,  playing  within the whole spectrum of local dance bands all 
the way to symphony orchestras.

He started in a teacher training program at the main Arthur Murray Studio in New 
York, eventually appearing on National TV with the Arthur Murray dance Party.

Bill has studied with some of the “greats “ of the world of dance such as Luis 
Arnold who inspired him to continue his dance education in Flamenco in which he 
excelled  under the tutelage of such celebrated names as FernandoRamos(colleague 
of Argentinita, Manola Vargas and Jose Greco) and with world renowned Marquita 
Flores.

In addition to choreographing and coaching both amateur and professional 
dancers, he has performed in various institutions which included appearances in 
numerous nightclubs and resorts in the Catskills.

Bill currently holds dual lifetime degrees with the USISTD , is the co-director of the 
J&B Dance Center in Kingston, NY. and has been an extraordinarily  staunch supporter 
of the Society for many years, particularly with regard to Imperial medal tests.

The clichés stating that “ nothing lasts for ever” and that “change is inevitable” 
are euphemistic rationalizations that soften the nostalgic poignance associated 
with any conclusive event, be it the end of an era or simply the  customary entropic 
manifestations of any term of office.

Be that as it may; there are many of us who will miss the wisdom and guidance 
of Bill Keehan and wish him well in a benignly continuing  ecology of solace and 
satisfaction, unencumbered by the stress of service to the democratic process.

In short Bill:  Keep dancing and do grace us with your presence at future Imperial 
functions for at least a few more decades
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Denise Duca’s medal test - the examiner was Lori Woods-Gay and the 
instructor was Bob Blank. The test was at Dance 101, NY. The studio was 
Bob and Martha’s studio, Bailamosdance.

Saturday and Sunday, July 24th and 25th, are once again the dates 
for the National Rhythm Symposium and the National Theater Arts 
symposium.

Those of us who have attended those symposiums have come away 
enriched by the valuable and specialized knowledge made available. 
This kind of educational opportunity is an absolute must for members 
who wish to enhance their careers through superior knowledge and 
academic qualifications.

For more information check on our website at www.usistd.org or 
call Lori Woods-Gay at 609-532-0537 or Frank Regan at 703-623-4229.

 

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

Dance camps
If you would like to organize a workshop, congress or train-
ing sessions, contact one of the National Committee Members 
to find out the policy and costs for running an event and how 
you can receive support through the website, Topline maga-
zine and e-mail blasts for a set fee.
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The Educational Faculty
of

The Theater Arts Branch
Announces

The completion of an educational film
For

Candidates wishing to 
Take a teaching  degree as opposed 

To a
Judging qualification

DVD (sold individually) Non Members $55.00 Member $40.00

Manual sold separately Non Members $55.00 Member $30.00

Part 1 & Part 2
Available in DVD format

2009

Information will be accessible at
www.usistd.org

or contacting faculty members:
Imperial examiners Lori Woods-Gay or Cher Rutherford

DVD (sold individually) $55.00
Manual sold separately $55.00
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A continuation of A History of English Ballroom Dancing from the spring  issue of Topline
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amateurs.
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